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AM,ra&-We present a number of analytic forms which have been used to represent electron 
imp& excitation cross sections all the way from threshold to the high energy domain where they 
join approximately to the resulte of the Born-Bethe approximation. Techniques for e&mating 
the parameters in these analytic forms axe described in detail BO that the reader can update his 
own parameter set when new experimental information becomes available. A short collection 
of parameters for excitations to key states of N,, 0, and 0 ia given along with references to 
sources where more complete sete are available. The importance of analytic models as a mefma 
of communication to aeronomical usera of cross sections ii~ discussed. 
1. INTR~DUOTION 
THE ULOSE dependence of ionospheric physics upon atomio and molecular physics 
is widely recognized and as the field of ionospheric physics progresses, it becomes 
increasingly necessary to make use of detailed atomic properties. Many of these 
properties are still uncertain both from an experimental and a theoretioal view- 
point. Under these circumstanoes analytic representations based upon phenomeno- 
logioal studies can serve a useful role as a convenient way of ‘inputting’ the latest 
estimate of atomic properties into calculations. The present paper is concerned with 
a disoussion of species whioh are of major importance to ionospheric caloulations 
and with simple ways of assigning approximate electron impact cross sections. 
The most important species in the Earth’s ionosphere are N,, 0, and 0. Sinoe the 
data on these species is still in the rapid accumulation stage, it is impossible at this 
time to make definitive assignments of all cross sections. In the cme of N, and Oz, 
there has been a considerable recent accumulation of da&. In the case of atomio 
oxygen, apart from the low lying states, relatively little data or analyses are avail- 
able since our previous attempt at systematizing these cross sections. Accordingly, 
we shall concern ourselves primarily with a modest updating of earlier works, with 
rendering their results more easily accessible and with presenting a ‘do-it-yourself 
kit’ which would enable any investigator to parametrize new data or a proposed 
theoretical result in one or more convenient analytic ways. 
The choice of a convenient analytic form of u,(E), the inelastio cross section for 
exciting thejth state as a function of the incident energy (E), to some extent depends 
upon the detailed use that will be made of it. The analytic cross section may simply 
serve to provide a smooth approximate input for computer calculations, which is 
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frequently advantageous compared to using a table of data values which may in- 
volve unreal disoontinuities due to experimental errors. In this case, a variety 
of snalytic forms can be used, since differences of form are only of small consequence 
to a computer. For such a purpose the best function would usually be the one which 
most precisely represents the experimental dsta. 
In many instances it is very advantageous to have the analytic form o(E) be 
compatible with another analytic form in an integral which, for utility, should 
come out to be a third analytic form. Such requirements impose sharp restrictions 
as to useful analytic forms. For exttmple, in computing reaction rates, one mathe- 
matically folds the cross section with Boltzmann function. Here, for o(E), one wants 
an analytic function which has a convenient Laplace transform to obtain a simple 
snalytic reaction rate. In many aeronomical cslculations the need arises to fold 
a cross section into the reciprocal of a total loss function. Such loss functions can 
be represented analytically over a broad energy range since they are generally quite 
smooth (above say 26 eV). Here the analytic forms used to represent the loss function 
must be designed to go together with the form chosen for the cross section and 
vice versa. In this paper we shall assemble a condensed set of analytic cross sections 
for N,, 0, and 0 which largely are based upon earlier examinations of the experi- 
mental data. The cross sections are described by analytic functions of the form 
o(E) = (Qdl/W2)&+W) (I) 
where q,, = 47ruo2R2 = 6~514 x lo-l4 eV2 cm2, a, is the Bohr r&ius, R is the 
Rydberg energy, W is s, threshold excitation energy, E = E/W, and Q, Y and A 
are fitting parameters. In the form used by GREEN and BARTH (1966) 
Q>, = [l - E-1-y. (2) 
Sinm we csnnot describe all variants of cross sections, our plan in this paper is to 
indicate an approach to such teohniques and to provide a ‘do-it-yourself’ kit whereby 
an investigator can quickly and simply explore a number of alterncbtive anslytic 
representations and choose one whioh fits the data and at the same time is convenient 
to use. In this way the reader himself can update the parameters of various cross 
sections as new data comes in or as contradictions between various sources of old 
data are resolved. 
2. ON CURVE FITTIPW CROSS SECTION DATA 
In the case of exoitation cross sections, various analytic forms proposed generally 
try to achieve asymptotic agreement with the results of the Born-Bethe approxi- 
mation (BBA). For allowed and/or vrtrious degrees of forbidden transitions at high 
energies, these go to e-1 In E, 8-1, E-~ and E-~ (MOTT and M.ASSEY, 1906). In laboratory 
studies, the allowed trsnsitions usually assume the most important role. However, 
forbidden transitions often play a very important role in aeronomical problems. 
The simple power dependences of the forbidden trsnsition are convenient for 
many analytic manipulations, but the logarithmic term in the allowed case pre- 
sents mathematical difbculties which forces one to numerical integrations. One 
can unify all asymptotic excitation cross sections into the common form 8-o. By 
taking advantage of the fact that over an important range of E, ln E N 8’ where 
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o - 4. Specifically, we may represent various relationships which go over to 
E in forms such as 
or 
ln E = R,,d d’*, or In (E + 1) = R,d? .W 
hi(a +e) = R,62&” (3) 
where the ratios (R) are very close to unity. These relationships are illustrated in 
Fig. 1 where the three ratios are shown on log-log paper (with an expanded vertical 
scale). Also shown is a-1 to illustrate how slowly varying these ratios are. R, in 
particular deviates very little from unity over the range O-2 < E < 500. We see 
Fig. 1. Illustration showing the near $I4 dependence of a logarithmic function 
in the range 6 < 8 < 600. Note expanded vertical scale which exaggerates 
departurea from unity. &o shown is 8-l. 
that it is reasonable to approximate e-l ln E by an asymptotic dependence such 
as &-o with Q N p. With this analytic form one can unify all excitation cross 
sections asymptotically into a convenient power law dependence. Using W N 10 eV 
as representative, we note that by ‘asymptotic’ we generally mean the domain of 
energies above, say, 600 eV (e.g. E > 60). We must recognize, however, that at 
very high energies (e.g. E > 103), the logarithmic factor curves somewhat on log- 
log paper. However, this is near the domain where relativistic effects come into 
play so that the usual BBA itself breaks down. 
The usual BBA breaks down more seriously at low energies E < 50, and, 
in the absence of theoretical models, it has been necessary to impose some 
phenomenological modi&ation upon either the BBA or the simple power approxi- 
mation of it. In view of the particular importance of the low energy domain to ionos- 
pheric problems, we shall describe a simple method of fitting the high energy 
behavior of a cross section and then quickly exploring a variety of low energy forms 
to establish the parameters in an analytic representation. 
Here we fbst plot the cross section on convenient log-log paper, such as standard 
3 x 5 cycle paper with u as ordinates and E along the abscissa. For the vertical 
scale we use a standard unit of cross section o, which is usually taken to be 
lo-l6 cm* or Ma. One next fits the high energy experimental data by an asymptotic 
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line as is illustrated in Fig. 2. One can now quickly obtain A and Q by using the 
asymptotic characterization 
0 - (!70&/K2)(W,/-@)“. (4) 
One first determines the parameter Cl by obtaining the ratio of the line as vertical 
to horizontal distances. Then one evaluates r~ at some convenient energy (say 
E = 100 eV). Then since Wj’s are known, we can easily solve for the A,. 
E( in eVi/) 
Fig. 2. Illustrations of allowed excitation curves. The solid line represents recent 
data of MCCONICEY et al. (1971). The long de& lime representa 1C-*14 extmpola- 
tions. The points a, b and c am used in the determination of the A in equation (4). 
The ratio da&a axe shown by the short dashed linee. 
Figure 2 illustrates the procedure using recent cross se&ions for the excitation of 
the 2lP, 3lP and 41P states of He (MUCONKEY et al., 1971). In this instance we 
oan approximately characterize all three curves with an Ee514 dependenoe as shown. 
From points a, b, and c one can immediately evaluate the parameter A(2) = 37.38, 
A(3) = 10.21 and a(4) = 4.22. 
Having established the parameters of the asymptotic line, one uan determine 
graphioally the ratio of data points to the asymptotic line. This can be quiokly 
replotted on the same piece of graph paper by mechanical means with the aid of a 
divider or more simply with penoil and the edge of a piece of paper. These low 
energy ratio data whioh asymptotically should become unity are now the concern 
of the fitting procedure. 
To prooeed further, we must select a low energy modifier (LEM) of the asymp- 
totio funetion c*. The LEM of Green and Barth is given by equation (2). Figure 
3 shows a series of @r(e) expressed for various values of P. One sees that a reasonable 
variety of energy shapes is possible. 
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Despite its versatility, the Green-Barth form may not be sufficiently flexible to 
cover all situations. Furthermore, this form is only really convenient for small 
integral values of Y and (to a muoh lesser extent) small half integral values of Y. 
In particular, if one‘ wishes to fold these cross sections 
function of the form (GREEN and STOLARSKI, 1966) 
JqE)-1 = L,-lZ(E/Ej)“j 
into a reciprocal loss 
(6) 
Fig. 3. LEM based upon [l - rl]* for various valuea of Y. 
where L, is a unit loss function and Ej and CJ, are parameters, it is more convenient 
to use an alternate LEM 
@pIr = 1 - E-y. (6) 
Figure 4 illustrates the variety of shapes for various y. 
One can combine 0, and @rr into a single composite LEM of the form 
@ III = [l - E-y (7) 
which is capable of many shapes determined by the two parameters y and Y. It is 
mathematioally convenient, however, only for small integral values of Y. Figure 5 
shows LEM’s for Y = 2 and several values of y. 
In case the functional forms given above are not stioiently broad to encompass 
observed cross sections, one can generalize these functions to three parameter forms 
such as 
Q, = [1 - 4’ 
Iv P + (a/&)1”. 
10 
(8) 






Fig. A LEM baaed upon [1 - @‘I for various values of y. 
Fig. 6, LEM based upon [l - c-q” for v = 2 for vtioua values of y. 
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Figure 6 illustrates the case (P,v for Y = 1 and p = 1 for the various values of a 
shown. Experience has shown that finite values of a provide a versatile way of 
‘shaping’ the middle energy region when the two or one parameter forms just do 









Fig. 6. LEM based upon (1 - .~-~)~/[i + (a/#‘ for the CBB~ Y = 1, p = 1 and 
vf3riouf3 valuea of a. 
As to the practical matter of evaluating the parameters, once a natural shape 
has been selected, one has a variety of choices. 
These graphical procedures establish approximate parameters a, A and the LEM 
parameters to a degree of accuracy which may be adequate for most work. One can, 
however, retie these parameters by numerical fitting using recent non-linear least 
square (NLLS) computer programs. 
One can generalize our analytic cross sections in a variety of ways. These more 
general forms can usually be fitted by a NLLS routine after approximate parameter 
estimates have been made with the special cases which we have discussed. 
For cases when data is available over a very extended range of energies, say up 
to 60 keV, we may wish to give up the E-” approximation in favor of one which 
goes over to Z-l ln E. In such cases we may sometimes achieve an excellent fit all 
the way from threshold by the four parameter (A, Y, a, /?) function equivalent to 
that of GREEN and STRICIUAND (1971) 
c = klyqmw, y.J = [Y(E + a)]-‘lrl [/!I(& - l)* + 11. (9) 
In actuality the special case Y = 1 and a = 0, which is illustrated in Fig. 7, is fairly 
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Fig. ‘7. The function y for Y = 1, a = 0 for various values of 8. 
versatile. It is far better than 
fJ = hfnl myr, y = E-1 ln p& (10) 
where /l = 4C, W/ R, which is frequently used in the literature as an approximation 
which asymptotically goes over to the BBA. Since equation (9) can only be used 
with a computer anyway, one need only provide a reasonable set of guesses for a 
NLLS fitting routine. Here if the parameters A and /3 are known, we can use Y = 1 
and a = 1 as guesses and then do an NLLS search for the optimum parameters. 
Alternatively one can graphically evaluate A and /l by the use of Fig. 7 in relation 
to the data and then use a search routine to determine all four parameters. 
Let us now turn our attention to the specific aspeets of N,, 0, and 0 excitation 
cross sections. 
3. EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS 
(A) Allwed states of N,, 0, and 0 
Allowed oroas sections are those for states whose excitation from the ground 
state is permitted by electric dipole selection rules. Their oharaatetic shape with 
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energy is very broad with a maximum at about 5-7 times threshold and a slow 
falloff as E-i log E. 
The major allowed transition in N, is at 1245 eV energy. This large peak in the 
impact spectrum was first observed by LASSETTRE (1964) and is composed mainly 
of the b%, state and the n = 3 member of the Rydberg series leading to the ground 
state X2x,+ of N,+. Another peak in the impact spectrum of N, occurs at 14.0 eV 
and is composed of a mixture of the pi&, , + ZP&,+ and probably many other states. 
In 0, the HZ,- state which leads to dissociation into O(zP) + O(lD) is allowed 
and corresponds to the impact spectrum peak observed at 8-4 eV (LAWETTRE et al., 
1964). Also observed is a peak at 9.9 eV which is almost certainly due to an allowed 
excitation. Figure 8 illustrates allowed and forbidden transitions for N2. Table 1 
gives the parameters adopted for these states by PETERSON et al. (1969). 
(B) Forbidden transitions 
Forbidden transitions are those whose excitation from the ground state violate 
electric dipole selection rules. Included are all excitations involving a change in spin 
multiplicity. These transitions proceed almost entirely by electron exchange and 
ELECTRON IMPACT ENERGY (eV) 
Fig. 8. Several excitation cross sections in N, according to survey 
of GREEN et al. (1971). 
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Table 1. Excitation cross section pammeters 
state W A n V Y 
N, A3ZZu+ 6.14 0.226 3.0 1.0 
B%, 7.30 0.178 3.0 -- 3.0 
C%, 11.03 0.28 3.0 - 3.0 
alvr 9.10 0.136 I.0 -_ 1.0 
b’ru 12.85 0.67 0.75 3 - 
b”C + - 
I; Ridberg 
14.0 0.33 0.75 3 
13.75 2.66 0.75 3 - 
0, alA,, 0.98 0.0005 3.0 -- 3.0 
b%;, 1.64 0.0005 3.0 - 3.0 
ATZ,,+ 4.5 0.021 0.9 - 3.0 
BSC, 8.4 0.23 0.75 2.0 - 
9.9 eV allowed 9.9 0.08 0.75 3.0 - 
C Rydberg 13.5 2.77 0.75 3.0 - 
0 lD 1.96 0.01 1.0 2.0 - 
1S 4.17 0.0042 1.0 - 0.5 
3x 9.53 0.0465 0.75 3.0 - 
58 9.16 0.023 2.0 - 1.0 
Z(AZ = 1, As = 0) 14.2 0.367 0.75 3.0 - 
C(A.e = 1) 14.7 0.694 2.0 -_. 1.0 
C(AZ = 0, A.9 = 0) 13.6 0.043 0.75 .- 2.0 
have chsracteristic cross sections which peak at less than two times the threshold 
energy and fall off very rapidly with increasing energy. 
These chsracteristics are shown by the excitstion cross sections for the triplet 
states in N,. These cross sections are usually measured by optical methods. Low 
energy electrons sre used to excite the triplet states and the 2nd positive and 1st 
positive bands are observed. Franck-Condon factors are used to extrapolate to 
total excitation cross sections, and cascading contributions are used to extract cross 
sections for higher triplet states. 
Table 1 shows our adopted parameters for the three major triplets in N&IS&,+, 
B*n, and C%r,). A number of other triplet states have been observed in N,, but all 
are much smaller than the 8, B and C at&es. These other triplets include the 
E3C + DT&+, C35r B’YZ, and 3A, (see BURNS et al., 1969; MCCONKEY and SIMYSON, 
196;;’ LASSETT~X~~~ al., 1969; LASSETTRE, 1970; BRINKMANN and TRUMAR,. 
1969; for measurements). We have not included these in our model set of param- 
eters in Table 1, but anyone in need of a cross section for one or more of these states 
csn take whatever data is available and use the methods described earlier in this 
paper to arrive at a set of parameters. 
Also shown in Fig. 8 and Table 1 sre the cross sections for the singlet forbidden 
cross sections of N,. These cross sections are identical to those appearing in GREEN 
et al. (1971) and PETERSON et al. (1909). Note the broadness of the cross sections 
with energy. This is due to the fact that these cross sections do not have to proceed 
via an exchange mechrtniam. There is, however, always the possibility of a. small 
exchange term which would put a sharp, low-energy peak on the cross section, 
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The major spin change excitations in OS are the a1Ag and the blZ, at O-98 eV 
and 1.6 eV respectively. Data on these states are very sparse and are discussed by 
GREEN et al. (1970, 1971). The assumed parameters are in Table 1. 
The other important forbidden excitation in 0, is the A*&+ at 4.5 eV. For 
lack of any new information the cross sections given are the same as in PETERSON 
et al. (1969). The parameters are again in Table 1. 
Our approach to the determination of cross sections for atomic oxygen is necessar- 
ily different from that for N, and 0,. Virtually no data exists on atomic oxygen and 
the cross sections must be determined entirely from rules developed from the study of 
other atoms. A set of rules of this type have been proposed by JTJSICK et al. (1967) 
from the study of He cross sections. These rules have also been discussed by PETER- 
SON et al. (1969). The application of these rules to atomic oxygen has perhaps 
not been quite clear. Therefore in Table 1 we show a set of parameters for the 
most important transitions in 0. These parameters are for either form (0,) or (OrI) 
depending on whether Y or y is given. The determination of the energy levels and 
magnitudes of the higher members of the Rydberg series corresponding to each 
state given is described in the next section. 
(C) At&toionization and Rydberg statea 
Above about 14 eV in both N2 and 0,, there are an exceedingly large number of 
states seemingly randomly oriented. These can be put in reasonable order by 
considering what happens to an electron as its principal quantum number increases. 
For high principal quantum numbers the molecular states exhibit a Rydberg-like 
character and can be described as states whose energy is proportional to 
tpt =I - Ra 
(n - ~3)” (11) 
where I is the ionization potential, R, is the Rydberg energy (M 136 eV), and b 
is a quantum defect. The transition probability to such states is proportional to 
(n - Q-s. 
Even though these Rydberg-like states may not be of specific importance to a 
particular problem, they must be included in any calculation which requires a total 
cross section or total energy loss rate. Many of these states also lie above the first 
ionization potential and hence lead to autoionization. 
The cross sections from Rydberg states of N, and 0, have deen determined by 
STO~KI et al. (1967) and WATSON et al. (1967). The method is to assume one 
Rydberg series leading to each ionization potential and to assume that the oscillator 
strengths in the series go as 
At the ionization potential the oscillator strength per unit energy interval in the 
continuum is then assumed to be equal to the limit of the series oscillator strengths 
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per unit energy interval. This sets the magnitude parameter f* for the series. 
The quantum defeds for each series are determined by fitting the energy levels 
observed with equation (11). It has been tacitly assumed that the quantum defect 
is constant throughout a series and that the quantum defect defined in the energy 
equation is the same as that for the oscillator strength of a transition, The first of 
these assumptions is borne out by fit of the energy levels to the E, formula. The 
second of these assumptions is verified approximately by GANAS and GI~EEN (1971). 
In all eases the Rydberg series cross sections have been assumed to have the shape 
of allowed oross sections. Table III of PETERSON et aZ. (1969) gives the parameters 
for the Rydberg series cross sections using the form 
(13) 
with Y = 3 and Ll = 0~75. The higher state cross sections are then determined as 
described above. 
The contributions of these states to autoionization must then be determined by 
defining a branching ratio for each state whose energy is in the ionization continuum. 
These branohing ratios were assumed to all be equal to O-5 by STOLARSKI et aZ. 
(1967) and WATSON et al. (1967) from inspection of photoionization data. Since 
much more data is now available, a further investigation should be made. The 
previously assumed branching ratio of O-5 leads to autoionisation of less than 5 
per cent of the total ionization in N, but close to 30 per cent in 0,. 
Our excitation cross sections have not considered the decomposition of electronic 
states into their vibrational components. These can be carried out by the approxi- 
mate tecthniques based upon Franck-Condon factors (BARTR, 1966). 
5. DISSOCIATIVE XCITATION AND IONIZATION 
Recent measurements (MUMU, 1970; AJELLO, 1969) and analyses indicate 
that the processes of dissociation, dissociative excitation and dissooiative ionixation 
play a more important role in electron energy loss processes than had been sus- 
pected 5 or so years ago. For example, PRASAD and GREEN (1971) show that dis- 
sociative excitation of N, is probably the major process in the exoitation of many 
sign&ant atmospheric emissions, e.g. the 1200 A radiation from NI. GREEN et al. 
(1971) find that these processes are of major importance in energy deposition in 
H,O. It would appear now that some of the oscillator strengths assigned on the 
basis of sum rules in earlier studies of N, and 0, should be redistributed to these 
dissociative proceases. GREEN et al. (1972) have compiled a set of parameters for 
equations (1) and (2) or equations (1) and (7) to approximately characterize such 
dissociative processes. In such calculations it is particularly essential to allow for 
the kinetic energy of the outgoing fragments as a part of the loss process. For 
dissociative excitation this has been accomplished by replacing W, by (IV, +(F) 
where ?’ is an average kinetic energy. 
In this same connection it might be remarked that one can use the same devioe 
to allow for vibrational energy of the excited species in moleoular excitation proc- 
esses, These faoets of the energy deposition problem require much further study. 
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6. Low ENERGY Loss MECWISW 
Many ionospheric calculations require a detailed knowledge of the loss processes 
for electrons at very low energies of a few eV and below. This subject has been 
reviewed by DALQARNO (1969), and thus we will just briefly mention the important 
processes. The most important processes to be considered are: (1) vibrational 
excitation of N, and 0,; (2) rotational excitation of Nz and 0,; (3) electronic 
excitation of 0, alA,, blB and OID; (4) excitation of O*P fine structure levels; 
and (5) electron-electron losses. Some of these processes do not lend themselves 
quite as easily as others to the type of modeling we have been discussing. Vibrational 
excitation of N, is a resonance process in which an intermediate N,- is formed. 
The cross section has a very sharp peak at about 2 eV and is extremely difllcult 
to fit with the present models. In the paper by STOLARSKI et al. (1967), the total 
cross section was fit to the models given above. The fit was rather crude and did 
not include the effects of different energy losses for different vibrational states. 
Reasonably detailed cross sections have been calculated by CHEN (1964) and meas- 
ured by SCHULZ (1962) and others with good agreement. 
Rotational excitation data is much more scarce and has never been included 
in our previous modeling. The subject is reviewed by DAL~ARNO (1969), however. 
Electronic excitations of low-lying states have been discussed above. 
The fine structure excitation of OsP is a major cooling mechanism and has been 
discussed by DALQARNO and DEWES (1968) based on the cross sections of BRIEF and 
LIN (1966). The radiative transfer of the emitted 6300 radiation and its effect on 
cooling has been discussed by KOCKARTS and PEETERMA~S (1970). 
Photoelectron energy loss due to collisions with ambient electrons becomes 
relatively more important with increasing altitude due to the increased ratio of 
electron to neutral density. This loss is particularly important at energies below 
10 eV. Most ionospheric calculations have made use of a simple expression for the 
loss rate for eleotron-electron collisions given by DAL~ARNO et al. (1964) which was 
based on the calculations of BUTLER and BTJCKINOEAM (1961). SCHUNK and HAYS 
(1971) have recently pointed out that the losses estimated by the form of Butler and 
Buckingham’s results fit by Dalgarno are too small by as much as 60 per cent due 
to the neglect of quantum effects and the generation of plasma waves. Schunh and 
Hays expressions are very slightly density dependent, but within the range of ionos- 
pheric densities this is at most a 10 per cent effect. Their loss functions lend them- 
selves very well to the type of modeling procedure we have described (GREEN and 
STRICKL,AND, 1970; STOLARSKI, 1968; SWARTZ et al., 1971). 
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Our object here has primarily been to provide the reader with a representative 
set of N,, 0, and 0 excitation cross sections and to refer him to sources of more 
detailed information. At the same time we call attention to the fact that theoretical 
and experimental cross sections results are still in a rapid state of flux and that 
almost any compilation will go out of date quite quickly. For this reason we believe 
every user should be equipped to some degree to re-adjust parameters for his input 
cross sections. The techniques and analytic forms described in Section 2 should 
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handle most situations. In some instances one encounters a composite curve con- 
sisting of a slowly varying form at high energies aud a rapidly varying form at low 
energies. In such instances one can usually fit the cross section by a linear combi- 
nation of our analytic forms. Here one first subtraots away the slowly variating 
part and treats the residual in the same way as a simple curve. Sometimes such 
curve fitting techniques, when applied to rough experimental data, involve some 
degree of arbitrariness. This, however, is largely a reflection of the at&e of experi- 
mental knowledge. As the error bars become smaller the degree of ~bit~~, 
of course, is reduced. 
Finally, it must be emphasized that this paper is neither a theoretical nor experi- 
mental work in atomic and molecular cross sections. Instead it is intended to serve 
as a oompaat representation of such works for the purposes of a third fraternity 
of aeronomioal users of sucth cross sections. The analytic forms essentially serve 
as a comp~t means of immolations. If every cross se&ion involved in aero- 
nom&l applioatious were presented simply as data, we would quickly exhaust all 
library shelf space or computer storage space. Analytic forms whiah are good over 
broad energy ranges can provide compact and accurate means of oommunioating 
information, and this, in the last analysis, may be their most valuable purpose. 
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